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2121 County Drive
DWAYNE CAREY, Sheriff

Columbia, Missouri 65202-9051
Phone (573)875-1111 Fax (573)874-8953

Media Release
Incident:

Two Arrested After Traffic Stop Nets Over A Pound Of Marijuana

Location:

Rangeline Rd. & Vandiver Dr.; Columbia, Mo.

Date & time:

11/20/15 @ 2233 hours

Case Number:

15-5631

Details:
Two men are in the Boone County Jail after traffic stop last night (11/19/15) by
sheriff’s deputies who with the assistance of a K9 unit located more than a pound of
marijuana in the vehicle’s trunk.
A deputy on patrol spotted silver Pontiac G6 with expired license plates at about 2233
hours near the intersection of Rangeline Road and Vandiver Drive in the city of Columbia.
The deputy initiated a traffic stop and upon making contact with occupants of the vehicle
detected a strong odor of marijuana.
A K9 unit summoned to the scene provided a “positive hit” on the vehicle for
controlled substances and deputies began a search. Inside the Pontiac’s trunk a brick of
compressed marijuana wrapped in plastic weighing slightly more than a pound was located.
The driver of the vehicle, Clyde D. Jones, Jr., 28, of 2507 E. Oakbrook, #2, is being
held on charges of Possession, Distribution or Manufacturing of a Controlled Substance and
Failure to Register a Motor Vehicle. Jones also faces an additional charge of Possession of a
Controlled Substance Inside a Correctional Facility after a deputy found a small amount of
marijuana on his person while he was being booked into the jail. Total bond for Jones is $24,
595.
A passenger in Jones’ vehicle, Cleo Willis, 34, of 702 Wilkes Blvd., is being held
awaiting bond to be set on a charge of Possession, Distribution or Manufacturing of a
Controlled Substance.

Release date & time:
Release authorized by:

CLYDE D. JONES

11/20/15 @ 0930 hours
Det. Tom O'Sullivan, #5040

CLEO WILLIS

